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Abstract
We present a proof system for message-passing process calculi with recursion. The key infer-
ence rule to deal with recursive processes is a version of Unique Fixpoint Induction for process
abstractions. We prove that the proof system is sound and also complete for guarded regular
message-passing processes. We also show that the system is incomplete for unguarded processes
and discuss more powerful extensions with inductive inference rules. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The last decade has seen much research into veri"cation techniques for concurrent
systems. However in order to realise the potential bene"ts of this research it is es-
sential that these techniques be applicable to in"nite state systems. There are many
di=erent sources for the in"nite nature of concurrent systems and in a series of pa-
pers, [11,12], we have investigated one such source, by focusing on message-passing
process algebras. Message-passing process are typically in"nite state because the do-
mains of messages transmitted between processes are often in"nite.
Our general approach has been to abstract from concrete reasoning about the trans-
mission of actual data values, and its e=ect on the behaviour of processes, and to
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develop symbolic methods for such reasoning. For example in [11] we have developed
symbolic transition systems for message-passing processes and generalised the well-
known bisimulation checking algorithms, [4], to work at this symbolic level, while in
[12] we have generalised the equational approach to veri"cation, [21], by developing a
proof system for deducing that message-passing processes are semantically equivalent.
The present paper is a contribution to this latter line of research.
Let us "rst review the proof system of [11]. It uses judgements of the form
b✄ T = U;
where T; U are message-passing process descriptions and b is a boolean expression
over data variables appearing free in T and U . This is interpreted as: in all instantia-
tions which satisfy the boolean expression b the processes T and U are semantically
equivalent. The proof rules are suitable generalisations of the standard equation based
proof systems, which allow the instantiation of a set of equations and the substitution
of equals for equals, together with some rules which depend on establishing identities
between message expressions. For example consider processes P;Q of the form
c?x: if b then T else U; c?x:R;
respectively. Intuitively P is a process which accepts some message v on the channel
c and applies the test b[v=x], the boolean resulting from the instantiation of x with v in
b. If this evaluates to true then T [v=x] is executed and otherwise U [v=x] is executed.
On the other hand Q is a process which simply inputs a message v and executes R
with x instantiated to v.
In order to establish
true ✄ P = Q;
an instance of substitution of equals for equals will reduce it to the proof obligation
true ✄ (if b then T else U ) = R:
A proof rule for case analysis will then reduce this to the two obligations
b✄ T = R and ¬b✄ U = R:
The proof then proceeds by trying to discharge both of these obligations. Presumably
the reasoning will be at least a little di=erent in both cases and in general will depend
on the messages involved; speci"cally on the consequences of the boolean expression b.
An example of a proof rule which depends on the message domain is
OUTPUT
b |= e = e′; b✄ T = U
b✄ c!e:T = c!e′:U
:
Here c!e:T denotes a process which sends the value of the message expression e along
the channel c and then executes T . To establish that two such processes c!e:T and
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c!e′:U are semantically equivalent under the assumption b it is suMcient to estab-
lish two subgoals. The "rst, b |= e= e′, is an assertion about the domain of messages
which must be established with some independent theorem prover, while the second,
b✄T =U , is a subgoal which can be tackled within the main proof system.
In [12] we design a proof system along these lines and show that by choosing ap-
propriate sets of equations complete proof systems can be obtained for a variety of
bisimulation based semantic equivalences, speci"cally early and late strong bisimula-
tion equivalences, and early and late weak bisimulation congruences. Of course these
are actually relative completeness theorems, relative to suMciently powerful theorem
provers for establishing properties of data expressions. More importantly they only ap-
ply to 7nite message-passing processes, i.e. processes with no recursion or iteration
constructs. The aim of this paper is to extend these proof systems to recursively de"ned
message-passing processes and to investigate the extent to which they are complete.
A typical example of a recursively de"ned process is given by
P ⇐ c?x:d!|x|:P:
This de"nes a process which repeatedly inputs a value, say an integer n, on the channel
c and outputs its absolute value |n| on the channel d. A natural proof rule to handle
such processes is Unique Fixpoint Induction, [19]. In general if P is a process de"ned
recursively by a de"nition
P ⇐ D;
where P is guarded in D, then to prove that Q is semantically equivalent to P it is
suMcient to establish that Q is a "xed point of the equation P=D. In terms of the
proof system of [12] this can be expressed as a proof rule such as
b✄ Q = D[Q=P]
b✄ Q = P
:
This rule appears to allow us to assume that we can provably substitute Q for P just
in order to prove b✄Q=P. This may seem somewhat circular but the assumption
about guardedness ensures sound results. We do indeed assume that Q=P, but not
until we have unwound the de"nition of P and Q and stripped o= at least one action.
A valid application of this rule corresponds roughly to "nding matching loops in the
underlying graph models of P and Q. The roˆle that b plays here is something akin to
a loop invariant.
So for example to show that the process Q, de"ned by
Q ⇐ c?x: if x ¡ 0 then d!(−x):Q else d!x:Q;
is semantically equivalent to P, de"ned above, it is suMcient, by this rule, to establish
true ✄ Q = c?x:d!|x|:Q:
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This can easily be proved using the proof system of [12], if we are allowed a Recursion
Unfolding rule for recursively de"ned processes, whereby the term Q can be freely
rewritten to its de"nition c?x: if x¡0 then d!(−x):Q else d!x:Q; the proof relies on
two facts about the domain of messages,
x ¡ 0 |= |x| = −x and ¬(x ¡ 0) |= |x| = x:
To have a reasonably expressive language it is natural to allow parameterised de"-
nition of processes such as
P〈x〉 ⇐ c!x:c?y:P(y):
However in the presence of such de"nitions the Unique Fixpoint Induction rule, as
naively expressed above, is unsound. As an example consider the de"nition
Q〈x〉 ⇐ c!|x|:c?y:Q(y):
The judgement
x ¿ 0✄ P(x) = Q(x)
is obviously untrue, because, although the two processes can match their "rst output
action properly under the condition x¿0, there is no guarantee that they can continue
to match the subsequent output action after performing an input action. However this
conditional equation can be established using the Unique Fixpoint Induction rule above
from the judgement
x ¿ 0✄ P(x) = c!|x|:c?y:P(y):
This in turn can be established by "rst unfolding the de"nition of P(x) and then
applying the OUTPUT rule mentioned above. The problem here is that the invariant
required to establish this supposed equivalence, that is x= |x|, is not preserved by
unfolding and substitution, because x= |x| does not necessarily imply (x= |x|)[y=x].
In this paper we develop a version of Unique Fixpoint Induction appropriate to
parameterised recursive de"nitions. The key point is to recognise that de"nitions such
as that for P〈x〉 in fact de"ne abstractions which more formally could be written as
P ⇐ x c!x:c?y:P(y):
This means that our language for message-passing processes is extended in a func-
tional manner to allow abstractions over data domains, and the application of these
abstractions to data expressions. In this extended language Unique Fixpoint Induction
has exactly the same syntactical form as in pure calculi, the di=erence being here it
works at the level of abstractions instead of terms. Moreover, by relativising it with
respect to boolean conditions, we can derive a version of this rule which works for
arbitrary terms. The main body of this paper is devoted to proving that the proof
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system obtained by adding Unique Fixpoint Induction, as well as a few other rules
for reasoning about abstractions, to the one of [12] is sound and complete for guarded
regular message-passing processes. This lifts the corresponding result of [19] for pure
processes to message-passing processes. In [19] an elegant law is presented which
is suMcient to remove unguarded recursions. Though this is in general not possible
for message-passing processes due to the complexity caused by the interplay between
unguarded recursions and the conditional construct, we discuss how, in cases where
the data domain involved is inductively de"ned, such as the natural numbers, inductive
inference rules can be employed to remove unguarded recursions.
We end this section with a brief outline of the rest of the paper. The next section
contains a description of the process language we consider together with a brief review
of the late operational semantics. This is followed by a section devoted to an exposition
of the proof system which also contains the statement of the main completeness proof.
This is the topic of the next section which is then followed by a section showing how
to adapt the results in the previous section for late bisimulation to the early case. We
then devote a small section to explaining how the techniques proposed here can also
apply for reasoning about weak bisimulation equivalences. The "nal section contains
some concluding remarks and a comparison with related work.
2. The language
We presuppose a set of base types for message values, such as int, bool etc., ranged
over by . Then the set of types of process abstractions or terms is given by
 ::= process | → :
For each base type , we assume a set of channel names Chan= {c; : : :}, a set of
message expressions Exp= {e; : : :} containing a set of values of that type, Val, and
a set of data variables Var= {x; y; z; : : :}. We also assume a set of process identi"ers
ID = {X; Y; Z; : : :}, for each abstraction type .
The formation rules for terms in the language is given in Fig. 1. The main type for
terms is process and the formation rules for these terms should be straightforward for
readers familiar with process algebras such as CCS; in addition to the usual process
operators we have a simple form of boolean guards, b→T , rather than the more usual
if then else construct. We also have elementary formation rules concerned with
abstraction with respect to base types and application. Throughout the remainder of
the paper we assume that all terms are well typed according to these rules but to aid
readability we omit all references to types unless their inclusion is strictly necessary.
We will also write c?x:T for c?xT . A vector of expressions will be denoted by Oe.
In this language we have both data variables and abstraction identi"ers and we
assume an appropriate notion of substitution for both. A data substitution is a family
of partial functions from Var to Exp, indexed by base types. We use  ; : : : to denote
data substitutions, and write [ Oe= Ox ] for the data substitution that sends Ox to Oe. The
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Fig. 1. The formation rules.
application of data substitutions is slightly complicated because an abstraction such as
x:T binds all occurrences of the data variable x in T . This induces the usual notions
of bound and free (data) variables of terms; the set of free variables of a term T is
denoted fv(T ). We also have the standard de"nition of !-equivalence between terms,
denoted ≡!. So when applying a data substitution  to a term T to obtain the term T 
bound variables are renamed when necessary to avoid capture and  is applied to all
occurrences of data expressions. This presupposes a reasonable notion of substitution
on data expressions, the application of  to a data expression e to obtain the data
expression e .
Since there are no binding operators for abstraction identi"ers abstraction substitu-
tions are more straightforward. An abstraction substitution is a type respecting partial
function from process identi"ers to data-closed terms, i.e. terms with no free occur-
rences of data variables. For example [ OF= OX ], or [Fi=Xi | 16 i 6 m], is the abstraction
substitution that sends Xi to Fi for 1 6 i 6 m. We will often simply write [Fi=Xi | i]
when the range of i is clear from the context. The application of an abstraction sub-
stitution to a term T syntactically replaces all occurrences of abstraction identi"ers
in T by the corresponding terms. The interested reader is referred to [28] for precise
de"nitions of the application of these substitutions. Here we simply state the following
facts, where we assume that OX and OY are lists of di=erent abstraction identi"ers, OF and
OG data-closed terms with appropriate types, and Id(T ) denotes the set of abstraction
identi"ers occurring in T :
1. T [ OF= OX ][ OG= OY ]=T [ OF[ OG= OY ]; OG= OX ; OY ]. In particular, if OY ∩Id( OF)=∅, then T [ OF= OX ][ OG= OY ]
≡! T [ OF; OG= OX ; OY ].
2. T [ Oe= Ox][ OF= OX ] ≡! T [ OF= OX ][ Oe= Ox].
A data evaluation & is a particular kind of data substitution which maps every data
variable to a value of the appropriate type. We use &(e), or e&, to denote the result
of applying the data evaluation to the data expression e. As in [12] we assume some
natural but simplifying properties of the language of data expressions. We assume &(e)
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always yields a value, i.e. that the evaluation of data expressions always terminates, and
so our approach is to work modulo these evaluations. We also assume, for example,
that each expression e has associated with it a set of free data variables fv(e) such
that if & and &′ agree on fv(e) then &(e)= &′(e). If an expression e has no variables,
i.e. it is closed, then &(e) is independent of & and we use [[e]] to denote its value.
For expressions of type bool we use the suggestive notation b |= b′ to indicate that
for every evaluation if &(b) is true then so is &(b′). As a consequence, if b |= b′ then
b |= b′ for any data substitution  . We will also write & |= b to mean &(b) is true.
We now turn our attention to the operational semantics of the language. For readers
familiar with [21,12] this is perfectly straightforward. A term T of type process may
include abstraction identi"ers from ID and the behaviour of T will depend on decla-
rations which associate abstraction terms with these identi"ers. If X : , where  has
the form 1→ 2 : : : n→ process, then a de7nition for X has the form
X ⇐ F;
where F is a data-closed term of the form x1x2 : : : xnT . We will often informally
render such a de"nition as
X 〈 Ox〉 ⇐ T;
where Ox represents the vector of variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn.
A set of de"nitions
D = {Xi ⇐ Fi | 16 i 6 n}
is called a declaration if it satis"es the following conditions:
• Id(Fi)⊆{X1; : : : ; Xn};
• Xi =Xj implies i= j.
When such a D is a declaration we say each Xi is declared in D. Xi is guarded in D if
every occurrence of Xi in any Fj is within some subexpression !:T of Fj. D is guarded
if every Xi is guarded in D. We will con"ne our attention to guarded declarations.
Let TD be the set of terms using only the identi"ers declared in D. The operational
semantics given below will assume a given declaration D and will consequently de-
scribe the operational behaviour of terms in TD relative to D. As is well known, in
the setting of message–passing process algebras there are two reasonable notions of
bisimulation equivalence, namely late and early, [11,22]. The main body of this paper
will concentrate on late bisimulation but we will outline briePy in Section 5 how the
theory developed for the late case can be adapted to early bisimulation.
Let a∈{*; c?; c!v | c∈Chan; v∈Val}, and Chan(*)= ∅; Chan(c?)=Chan(c!v)={c}.
The (late) operational semantics of our language is given in Fig. 2, where symmetric
rules for + and | have been omitted. It uses three kinds of next state relations:
• *→l a relation over data-closed terms of type process,
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Fig. 2. Late operational semantics.
• for each value v and channel c of the same type a relation c!v→l also over data-closed
terms of type process,
• for each channel c of type  a relation c?→l from data-closed terms of type process
to data-closed terms of type → process.
Note that the rule for channel restriction can generate terms of the form F\c, where
F is an abstraction. Strictly speaking these are not part of the language. However F
must take the form xT , where T is a process term, and therefore we can take F\c to
be an abbreviation of x(T\c).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose X is guarded in P and P[ OF= OX ] a→l P′. Then P′ is of the form
Q[ OF= OX ] for some Q and P[ OG= OX ] a→l Q[ OG= OX ] for any OG.
Proof. By induction on the structure of P.
Using these relations we can now de"ne a notion of (strong) bisimulation
equivalence.
Denition 2.2. A symmetric relation R between data-closed terms of type process is
a strong late bisimulation if it satis"es: (P;Q)∈R implies that
If P c?→l F then Q c?→l G for some G such that for all v∈Val (Fv; Gv)∈R:
If P a→l P′; a∈{*; c!v}; then Q a→l Q′ for some Q′ such that (P′; Q′)∈R:
We use ∼l to denote the largest late strong bisimulation. This de"nition only applies
to data-closed terms of type process. However it is extended to data-closed terms of
arbitrary type by structural induction on types: for F;G of type →  we let F ∼l G
if Fv ∼l Gv for all v∈Val. Finally it is extended to arbitrary open terms by letting
T ∼l U if T& ∼l U& for every data-instantiation &.
The object of the paper is to develop a proof system to deduce statements of the
form T ∼l U .
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Fig. 3. The inference rules for process terms.
3. The proof system
The proof system we design is an extension of that used in [12] for "nite processes.
Judgements are of the form
D b✄ T = U;
where D is a declaration, b is a boolean expression and T; U are terms of the same type.
Its intended meaning is: T& ∼l U& for any & such that & |= b. We usually abbreviate
D true✄T =U to D T =U . Strictly speaking we should annotate the terms with
their types but again we omit this information for the sake of readability.
The inference rules are divided into two groups. The "rst, for manipulating process
terms, are given in Fig. 3 and are taken directly from [12]. They are a minimal formal
basis for the reasoning outlined in the Introduction. In [12] we have seen that these
rules can be extended by a number of natural derived rules which ease the use of the
proof system. Typical examples are the following rules of consequence:
CONSEQ
b |= b1; D b1 ✄ T = U
D b✄ T = U ;
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Fig. 4. The inference rules for abstractions.
which can be derived from the PARTITION rule, and
SUBST
D b✄ T = U
D b ✄ T = U 
for any substitution  .
The rules given in Fig. 4 are speci"cally designed to handle the new constructs in the
language, recursive declarations, abstraction and application. The "rst two are concerned
with the introduction of new de"nitions, a step which can always be carried out, and
their elimination, which is allowed provided the de"nitions being eliminated do not
concern abstraction identi"ers which occur in the conclusion. This is followed by the
UNFOLD rule, also discussed in the Introduction, and a version of Unique Fixpoint
Induction. Finally we have very standard rules for the introduction, application and
elimination of -abstractions and --reduction.
As with the rules for process manipulation in Fig. 3 these rules form a basis for
a proof system for manipulating abstractions and recursive de"nitions, and on top of
which more interesting rules can be derived. Two such examples are:
• . D x(Tx)=T;
• -cong  T =U xT = xU .
We leave the derivation of these to the reader.
In general the usefulness of our proof system depends on the equations which we
apply in the inference rule EQN. At the very least the equations in Fig. 5 are necessary;
these characterise strong bisimulation equivalence for CCS. Let LD b✄T =U mean
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Fig. 5. The Axioms A.
that D b✄T =U can be derived in the proof system using the equations A (the
superscript L stands for “Late”). The following are some simple yet useful facts about
LD whose proofs can be found in [12]:
Proposition 3.1. 1: LD b→ b′→T = b∧ b′→T .
2: LD T =T + b′→T .
3: b |= b′ implies LD b✄T = b′→T .
4: LD b∧ b′✄T =U implies LD b✄ b′→T = b′→U .
5: LD b→ (T + U )= b→T + b→U .
6: LD b→U + b′→U = b∨ b′→U .
7: If fv(b)∩ bv(!)= ∅ then LD b→ !:T = b→ !:(b→T ).
It is interesting to re-examine, in the light of these inference rules, the unsound
reasoning in the Introduction which leads to the false conclusion
D x ¿ 0✄ P(x) = Q(x);
where P;Q are de"ned by
P〈x〉 ⇐ c!x:c?y:P(y) and Q〈x〉 ⇐ c!|x|:c?y:Q(y);
respectively. Because of the syntactic form of Unique Fixpoint Induction (UFI) in our
proof system it cannot be applied to obtain a conclusion of the form
D x ¿ 0✄ P(x) = Q(x):
As an approximation we could try to derive
D x ¿ 0✄ P = Q;
to conclude this from an application of UFI we must establish the judgement
D x ¿ 0✄ P = x c!|x|:c?y:P(y):
This however is not possible. The most likely proof strategy is to apply an instance of
-I to reduce it to
D x ¿ 0✄ Pz = (x c!|x|:c?y:P(y))z:
Note that here we cannot use x in place of z because of the side condition in -I. By
--reduction the above is the same as
D x ¿ 0✄ Pz = c!|z|:c?y:P(y):
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Here the only way forward is to unfold the occurrence of P on the left-hand side and
use --reduction to obtain the proof obligation
D x ¿ 0✄ c!z:c?y:P(y) = c!|z|:c?y:P(y);
which of course cannot be established; the assumption x ¿ 0 cannot be used (and
correctly so) to establish the equality of the output expressions.
As an example of a proof within the system consider the declaration D:
A〈x〉 ⇐ c!x:c?z:A(x + z);
B〈y〉 ⇐ c!(y + 1):c?z:B(y + z):
We show how to derive
D x = (y + 1)✄ A(x) = B(y);
Using the rules -I and CONSEQ this can be reduced to
D A(y + 1) = B(y):
By -E and - this can be further reduced to
D yA(y + 1) = B:
Now UFI can be applied to obtain this conclusion if we can establish
D′ yA(y + 1) = y c!(y + 1):c?z:(yA(y + 1))(y + z);
i.e.
D′ yA(y + 1) = y c!(y + 1):c?z:A(y + z + 1):
where D′ contains the de"nition of A. We can now apply -I to reduce this to
D′ (yA(y + 1))w = (y c!(y + 1):c?z:A(y + z + 1))w;
which by --reduction reduces to
D′ A(w + 1) = c!(w + 1):c?z:A(w + z + 1);
which follows in a straightforward fashion by an instance of UNFOLD and
--reduction.
This is a somewhat laborious derivation of a relatively simple result but many of the
proof steps are trivial applications of --reduction and -introduction and elimination,
which can be handled in a semi-automatic way in any implementation of the system.
The proof is however complicated by the fact that UFI can only be applied to ab-
stractions, in the sense that one of the terms in the conclusion must be an abstraction
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identi"er. But this restriction can be relaxed a little by using the following derivable
proof rule:
If E= {Xi⇐  Oxi(bi→Ti) | 16 i 6 n} is a guarded declaration then
UFI-O
D bi ✄ Ui = Ti[ OF= OX ]; 16 i 6 n
D∪E b1 ✄ U1 = X1( Ox1)
where Fi≡  Oxi(bi→Ui); 16 i 6 n.
Here the conclusion can involve an abstraction identi"er, X1 applied to a list of vari-
ables, Ox1, which makes the rule much easier to use. In particular when all bi are true
then the rule reduces to
UFI-O-t
D Ui = Ti[ OF= OX ]; 16 i 6 n
D∪E U1 = X1( Ox1)
where Fi≡  OxiUi; 16 i 6 n.
Now revisiting the proof above,
D A(y + 1) = B(y)
can be derived directly by one application of UFI-O-t from the judgement
D A(y + 1) = (c!(y + 1):c?z:B(y + z))[yA(y + 1)=B];
i.e.
D A(y + 1) = c!(y + 1):c?z:A(y + 1 + z);
which follows immediately from UNFOLD and --reduction.
Proposition 3.2. The proof rule UFI-O is derivable.
Proof. In this proof we assume some familiarity with the capabilities of the basic
proof system. All of the properties we require are summarised in Proposition 3.1,
stated above.
Suppose
D bi ✄ Ui = Ti[ OF= OX ]; 16 i 6 n:
Using elementary reasoning, as detailed in the just mentioned proposition, this means
we can infer
D bi → Ui = bi → Ti[ OF= OX ]; 16 i 6 n:
By -cong we have
D  Oxi(bi → Ui) =  Oxi(bi → Ti[ OF= OX ]); 16 i 6 n:
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Since D  Oxi(bi→Ti[ OF= OX ])=  Oxi(bi→Ti)[ OF= OX ], applying UFI we obtain
D∪E  Ox1(b1 → U1) = X1:
Using -E, Proposition 3.1 and -cong, we can derive X1 =  Ox1(b1→X1(Ox1)). Hence
D∪E  Ox1(b1 → U1) =  Ox1(b1 → X1( Ox1)):
Applying -E we obtain
D∪E b1 → U1 = b1 → X1( Ox1);
which, again using Proposition 3.1, gives
D∪E b1 ✄ U1 = X1( Ox1):
as required.
This new form of UFI does make the system easier to use but there is still an
apparent restriction to the application of UFI-O because conclusions must involve terms
of the form X (Ox). As an example of where this might cause problems consider the
following de"nitions:
A〈x〉 ⇐ c!(3x):A(x + 2);
B〈x〉 ⇐ c!(2x):B(x + 3):
The two terms A(2x) and B(3x) are semantically equivalent but none of our versions
of UFI can be used to directly conclude
 A(2x) = B(3x):
However the way forward is to notice that these expressions may be related via an
invariant, b, de"ned to be
b ≡ 3y = 2z
so that, by using SUBST with the substitution [2x; 3x=y; z], our proof obligation
reduces to
D b✄ A(y) = B(z):
This suggests creating a third de"nition
C〈y; z〉 ⇐ b→ c!(2z):C(y + 2; z + 3)
and to use two applications of UFI-O to establish
D∪{C} b✄ A(y) = C(z) and D∪{C} b✄ B(z) = C(z):
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We demonstrate how the former is achieved using UFI-O (The latter can be proved
similarly and is slightly simpler). This will follow directly from UFI-O if we can
satisfy the hypothesis that
 b✄ A(y) = b→ c!2z:(y; z:b→ A(y))(y + 2; z + 3):
By unfolding A, this reduces to showing
 b✄ A(y + 2) = b[(y + 2; z + 3)=(y; z)]→ A(y + 2)
because we know that b |=3y=2z which facilitates use of rule OUTPUT. From here
we notice that the invariant b is preserved by the substitution [(y+ 2; z + 3)=(y; z)] in
that
b |= b[(y + 2; z + 3)=(y; z)]:
This simple fact allows us to absorb this guard to leave us with the trivial obligation
 b✄A(y + 2)=A(y + 2).
The approach we have just taken to derive
 A(2x) = B(3x)
is, in fact, an instance of quite a general strategy involving the use of invariants
and the derived rule UFI-O. As we shall see it forms the basis of our completeness
results.
We end this section with another example where in addition the *-laws of CCS and
the Expansion Theorem, [21], come into play. We take the version of the expansion
theorem from [12] and restate it in Fig. 6. We will only need the "rst *-law in the
example to follow:
T1; !:*:T = !:T:
We will also need the following sound equations to distribute the restriction operator
over various language constructs.
0\c = 0;
(X + Y )\c = X \c + Y\c;
(b→ X )\c = b→ (X \x);
(!:X )\c =
{
0 if ! is c!e or c?x;
!:(X \c) otherwise:
Consider a personal bank account Account which holds the current amount m and can
accept two requests credit and withdraw; when the amount of money to be withdrawn
exceeds the current amount the withdraw request will be rejected:
Account〈m〉⇐ credit?n:Account(m+ n)
+withdraw?n:if m¿ n then payout!n:Account(m− n)
else reject!:Account(m)
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Fig. 6. The expansion theorem.
(when the content of an output action is immaterial it is omitted, as in the case of
reject!. Similarly the variable in an input action will also be omitted when it is not
used later.)
Such an account can be implemented by two processes running in parallel: Count
interfaces to the account holder and passes all calculating tasks to the process Calc.
The two processes are synchronised using an internal channel s:
Count〈m〉⇐ credit?n:add!(m; n):result?r:Count(r)
+withdraw?n:sub!(m; n):(result?r:payout!n:s!:Count(r)
+under=ow?:reject!:s!:Count(m))
Calc⇐ add?(m; n):result!(m+ n):Calc
+ sub?(m; n):if m¿ n then result!(m− n):s?:Calc
else under=ow!:s?:Calc:
We show that such an implementation is correct by deriving, in the proof system,
 Account(m) = (Count(m) |Calc)\R;
where R denotes the set {add ; sub; under=ow; result; s}. By UFI-O this can be reduced
to (we use CC(m) to denote Count(m) |Calc)
 CC(m)\R= credit?n:CC(m+ n)\R
+withdraw?n: if m¿n then payout!n:CC(m− n)\R
else reject!:CC(m)\R.
Unfolding the recursive de"nitions in the left-hand side, then applying the expansion
theorem and T1 three times, we get
 CC(m)\R
= credit?n:CC(m+ n)\R
+withdraw?n:((if m¿ n then result!(m− n):s?:Calc
else under=ow!:s?:Calc) |
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(result?r:payout!n:s!:Count(r) + under=ow?:reject!:s!:
Count(m)))\R:
So we are done if we can show
 withdraw?n:((if m¿ n then result!(m− n):s?:Calc else under=ow!:s?:Calc) |
(result?r:payout!n:s!:Count(r) + under=ow?:reject!:s!:Count(m)))\R
= withdraw?n: if m¿ n then payout!n:CC(m− n)\R else reject!:CC(m)\R:
This can be achieved by using the distributivity laws for restriction, as well as
Proposition 3.1, in the left-hand side of the equation, followed by applications of the
expansion theorem and T1.
4. Soundness and completeness
The soundness of the system is relatively straightforward. The only diMculty is the
Unique Fixpoint Induction rule whose soundness depends on the following proposition,
a generalisation of Proposition 14, p. 104 of [21].
Proposition 4.1. Suppose OH is a sequence of terms of arbitrary type which only use
abstraction identi7ers from OX ; and all occurrences of these identi7ers are guarded.
Let OF and OG be sequences of data-closed abstractions such that OF ∼l OH [ OF= OX ] and
OG∼l OH [ OG= OX ]. Then OF ∼l OG.
Proof. Let
R = {(C[ OF= OX ]&; C[ OG= OX ]&) | Id(C) ⊆ OX ; C[ OF= OX ]; C[ OG= OX ] : process}:
First suppose R is a bisimulation. We show that it follows from this that Fj ∼l Gj for
each j. Let the type of Xj be 1→ · · · → k → process. We need to demonstrate that
for all vi ∈Vali , Fjv1 : : : vk ∼l Gjv1 : : : vk . Let C[ ] be the context Xjz1 : : : zk , where zi
are fresh variables, and let & map zi to vi. Then C[ OF= OX ]& is Fjv1 : : : vk and C[ OG= OX ]&
is Gjv1 : : : vk .
So it remains to show that R is a (late) bisimulation. For this we shall show R is
a bisimulation up to ∼l [21]. By symmetry it is enough to prove
C[ OF= OX ]& a→l U implies C[ OG= OX ]& a→l V with U ∼l R ∼l V:
For this we apply induction on why C[ OF= OX ]& a→l U . Consider the possible cases for
C[:].
• C ≡Xi( Oe). Then C[ OF= OX ]&≡Fi Oe& a→l U . Since Fi∼l Hi[ OF= OX ], we have Hi Oe&[ OF= OX ]
a→l U ′∼l U . Since Xi is guarded in Hi, by Lemma 2.1 U ′ is of the form
C′[ OF= OX ]& and Hi Oe&[ OG= OX ]
a→l C′[ OG= OX ]&. But C[ OG= OX ]&≡Gi Oe&∼l Hi Oe&[ OG= OX ], so
C[ OG= OX ]& a→l V ∼l C′[ OG= OX ]&. Hence U ∼lR∼l V .
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• C1 |C2. There are three cases:
◦ C[ OF= OX ]&≡C1[ OF= OX ]& |C2[ OF= OX ]& a→l U is because C1[ OF= OX ]& a→l U ′ with U ≡U ′ |
C2[ OF= OX ]&. By induction C1[ OG= OX ]&
a→l V ′ with U ′∼lR∼l V ′. Hence C[ OG= OX ]& a→l
V ≡V ′ |C2[ OG= OX ]&, and U ≡U ′ |C2[ OF= OX ]&∼lR∼l V ′ |C2[ OG= OX ]&≡V .
◦ C[ OF= OX ]& a→l U is because C2[ OF= OX ]& a→l U ′ with U ≡C1[ OF= OX ]& |U ′. This case
is symmetric to the "rst case.
◦ C[ OF= OX ]& *→l U is because C1[ OF= OX ]& c?→l F ′, C2[ OF= OX ]& c!v→l U ′ and U ≡F ′v |U ′.
By induction C1[ OG= OX ]&
c?→l G′, C2[ OG= OX ]& c!v→l V ′ with F ′v∼lR∼l G′v; U ′∼lR
∼l V ′. Then C[ OG= OX ]& *→l G′v |V ′ and F ′v |U ′∼lR∼l G′v |V ′.
The other cases are similar.
Theorem 4.2 (Soundness of LD). LD b✄T =U implies T&∼e U& for any & |= b.
Proof. It is suMcient to show that each axiom in A is sound and each of the proof
rules preserves soundness. We concentrate on UFI.
Suppose OG∼l OF[ OG= OX ]. Directly from the operational semantics we can check that
OX ∼l OF[ OX = OX ] and so, since the declaration is guarded, we can immediately apply the
previous Proposition to conclude OG∼l OX .
It is unrealistic to expect that the system is complete. Even pure CCS, or our
language with a trivial one point message-domain, is Turing complete in the presence
of the parallel and restriction operators. However in [2,19,21] complete proof systems
are obtained for regular processes, where action pre"xing and choice, +, are the only
operators allowed in declarations. This leads to the following de"nition.
Denition 4.3. A guarded declaration
D = {Xi ⇐ Fi | 16 i 6 n}
is called regular if the only operators allowed in Fi are
• action pre"xing, c?x: , c!e: and *: ;
• choice, + ;
• guards, b→ .
If D is regular then we also call terms in TD which only contain the above three
operators regular terms.
Theorem 4.4 (Completeness). Let D be a regular declaration and T; U be regular
terms in TD. If T&∼l U& for every & such that & |= b; then LD b✄T =U .
This completeness theorem is not true in general for arbitrary unguarded regular
declarations; a counter-example can be found in the conclusion. The remainder of the
section is devoted to proving this result which follows closely the corresponding result
in [19], but technically working at a symbolic level.
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Fig. 7. Symbolic operational semantics.
For the language in question it is straightforward to develop a version of symbolic
semantics as de"ned in [11,12], to which we refer the reader for details. The sym-
bolic operational semantics is given in Fig. 7 and uses abstract actions of the form
{c?x; c!e; *}, ranged over by !; -; etc. The free and bound variables of an abstract ac-
tion are de"ned thus: fv(!)= fv(e) if !≡ c!e and is ∅ otherwise, bv(!)= {x} if !≡ c?x
and is ∅ otherwise. Based on these relations we de"ne symbolic bisimulations, which
requires some auxiliary notation. A "nite collection of boolean expressions B is called
a b-partition if
∨
B= b. B is disjoint if b∧ b′= false for any b; b′ ∈B. For two ab-
stract actions !; !′ and a boolean b we write !=b!′ to mean: if !≡ c!e then !′≡ c!e′
and b |= e= e′; otherwise !≡ !′. This notation generalises to vectors in the obvious
way.
Let S= {Sb | b∈BExp} be a family of relations over terms, indexed by boolean
expressions. Then LSB(S) is the family of symmetric relations de"ned by:
(T; U )∈LSB(S)b if whenever T b1 ;!→ T ′ with bv(!)∩ fv(b; T; U )= ∅, there is a
b∧ b1-partition B with the property that fv(B)⊆ fv(b; T; U ) and for each b′ ∈B there
exists a U
b2 ;!′→ U ′ such that b′ |= b2, !=b′!′ and (T ′; U ′)∈ Sb′ .
Denition 4.5 (Symbolic bisimulations). S is a (late) strong symbolic bisimulation if
S⊆LSB(S), where ⊆ is point-wise inclusion.
Let ∼L = {∼bL} be the largest (late) strong symbolic bisimulation.
Theorem 4.6 (Soundness and completeness of ∼L). T ∼bL U i? T&∼l U& for every
evaluation & such that & |= b.
Proof. Following the lines in the proofs of Theorem 4:5 in [11] and Theorem 3:6
in [12].
It can be seen from the above theorem that the free data variables appearing in
T ∼bL U are interpreted universally. This fact is stated in the following proposition
which can be easily proved using the theorem.
Proposition 4.7. T ∼bL U implies T ∼b L U for any data substitution  .
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In the de"nition of symbolic bisimulation given above we notice that, whenever
T ∼b U holds, each symbolic transition from T may induce a di=erent partition of b.
Similarly, every transition from U may induce di=erent partitions of b. Because there
are only ever "nitely many symbolic transitions from regular terms it is possible to
combine the di=erent partitions which are induced into a single, "ner partition. The
following lemma pursues this idea.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose T ≡∑i∈I !i:Ti; U ≡∑j∈J -j:Uj; where all !i and -j are of the
same type and bv(!i)∩ bv(-j)∩ fv(b; T; U )= ∅. Then T ∼bL U i? there exists a mutually
disjoint b-partition B with fv(B)⊆ fv(b; T; U ) such that for each b′ ∈B the following
hold
• For each i∈ I there is a j∈ J s.t. !i =b′-j and Ti ∼b′L Uj.
• For each j∈ J there is an i∈ I s.t. !i =b′-j and Ti ∼b′L Uj.
Proof. Since t∼bL u, for each i∈ I there exists a b-partition Bi with fv(Bi)⊆ fv(t; u)
such that for each bi ∈Bi, there exists j∈ J with !i =bi-j and ti∼biL uj; for each j∈ J
there exists a b-partition B′j with fv(B
′
j)⊆ fv(b; t; u) such that for each b′j ∈B′j, there
exists i∈ I with !i =bi -j and ti∼biL uj.
Let DI denote the set of booleans {
∧
i∈I bi | bi ∈Bi}, DJ the set {
∧
j∈J b
′
j | b′j ∈Bj}
and set B= {b1 ∧ b2 | b1 ∈DI ; b2 ∈DJ}. Then
∨
B= b; fv(B)⊆ fv(b; t; u) and each
b′ ∈B has the form (∧i bi)∧ (∧j b′j) with bi ∈Bi; b′j ∈B′j. For each i∈ I b′ |= bi for
some bi ∈Bi, so there is a j∈B′j such that !i =b
′
-j and ti∼b′L uj. For each j∈ J b′ |= b′j
for some b′j ∈B′j, so there is an i∈Bi such that !i =b
′
-j and ti∼b′L uj.
The booleans in partition B can be made mutually disjoint as follows: Suppose
B= {bi | 16i6n}. Set B′= {b′i | 16i6n} with b′i = bi ∧
∧
16j¡i ¬ bj. It is easy to
check that
∨
B′=
∨
B, b′i ∧ b′j = false for any i = j, and B′ enjoys the same prop-
erty as B mentioned in the lemma.
Denition 4.9. A declaration D= {Xi〈 Oxi〉⇐Ti}i∈I is standard if each Ti has the form
∑
k∈Ki
bik →
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp:Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp);
where
∨
k bik = true for each i and bik ∧ bik′ = false for k = k ′, and all input actions in
D use the same bound variable.
The exposition of the completeness result follows that of the completeness proof of
[19] except that we use the symbolic semantics rather than the concrete. The "rst step
therefore is to develop some notion of normal form for regular terms. We will "nd it
convenient to work with declarations rather than arbitrary terms. To this end we show
that every regular term can be provably transformed into the leading identi"er of a
regular declaration.
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Proposition 4.10. Let T be a regular term with identi7ers in regular D. Then there
exists a regular declaration D′= {Xi⇐Fi | 16i6n} such that
LD∪D′ true ✄ T = X1( Ox);
where fv(T )= Ox. Moreover; if D is a guarded declaration then so is D′.
Proof. We let D′ be the declaration D with the extra de"nition X1⇐  Ox:T ∗ where T ∗
is the term obtained from T by replacing any unguarded occurrences of identi"ers with
their de"nitions from D. It should be clear that D′ is guarded because D is, and
LD∪D′ true ✄ T = X1( Ox)
follows easily by --reduction and UFI.
Proposition 4.11. Let D be a regular declaration with leading identi7er X1. There
is a standard declaration E= {Yi⇐Fi}i∈I such that LD∪E X1 =Y1.
Proof. We "rst show that any regular declaration D= {Yi⇐Gi}i∈I can be transformed
into a pre-standard declaration E= {Zj⇐Hj}j∈J with LD∪E Y1 =Z1, where each Hj is
of the form
 Ozj
∑
l∈Lj
bjl → !jl:Zf(j;l)( Ozjl):
We illustrate the necessary rearrangements by use of an example. Let D be the decla-
ration
Y 〈y〉⇐ c?x:(x ¿ y → (d!x:Y (x) + x ¿ 0→ d!(x − 1):0))
+ c!y:Y (y)
As the "rst step, using Proposition 3.1 we can derive
LD Y 〈y〉= c?x:(x ¿ y → d!x:Y (x) + x ¿ y ∧ x ¿ 0→ d!(x − 1):0)
+ c!y:Y (y)
Now let D′ be
Z1〈y〉 ⇐ c?x:Z2(y; x) + c!y:Z1(y);
Z2〈y; x〉 ⇐ x ¿ y → d!x:Z1(x) + x ¿ y ∧ x ¿ 0→ d!(x − 1):0:
Then D′ is pre-standard and LD∪D′ Y =Z1 by UFI.
Next, we show that a pre-standard declaration E can be transformed into a standard
one. Consider a pre-standard de"nition in E:
Z〈 Ox〉 ⇐
∑
i
bi → !i:Zf(i)( Oxi):
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Let bK =(
∧
k∈K bk)∧ (
∧
k′∈I−K ¬ bk′) for each K ⊆ I . Then
∨
K⊆I bK = true and
bK ∧ bK′ = false whenever K =K ′. Hence
X 〈 Ox〉 ⇐
∑
K⊆I
bK →
∑
K∈I
!k :Xf(k)( Oxk)
is a standard de"nition.
Let E′ be the declaration obtained by applying the above transformation to each
de"nition in E. Then E′ is standard and it is easy to see that LE∪E′ X1 =Z1.
As an illustrative example let us apply this procedure to each of the de"nitions in
D′ above. For convenience we ignore resulting de"nitions where the body is guarded
by the boolean false. The "rst de"nition Z1〈y〉 remains essentially the same, giving
rise to
X1〈y〉 ⇐ c?x:X2(y; x) + c!y:X1(y)
while the second, Z2〈y; x〉, results in
X2〈y; x〉⇐ x ¿ y ∧ x ¿ 0→ (d!x:X1(x; y) + d!(x − 1):0)
+¬x ¿ 0→ d!x:X1(x; y)
+¬x ¿ y → 0:
These two propositions allow us to work exclusively with standard declarations.
Proposition 4.12. Let D1 = { OX ⇐ OF}I ; D2 = { OY ⇐ OG}J be two standard declarations
and X1( Oe1)∼bL Y1( Oe′1). Then there is a standard declaration E = { OZ ⇐ OH}I×J such that
LD1∪E b B X1( Oe1) = Z11( Oe1; Oe′1)
and
LD2∪E b B Y1( Oe′1) = Z11( Oe1; Oe′1):
Proof. Let
Xi〈 Oxi〉 ⇐
∑
k∈Ki
cik → Tik ;
Yj〈 Oyj〉 ⇐
∑
l∈Lj
djl → Ujl;
where Oxi ∩ Oyj = ∅, Tik ≡
∑
p∈Pik !ikp:Xf(i; k;p)( Oeikp), Ujl ≡
∑
q∈Qjl-jlq:Yg( j; l; q)( Oe
′
jlq), and all
input pre"xes in D1; D2 use the same data variable w not appearing in D1 or D2.
For each pair (i; j), let bij with fv(bij) ⊆ {Ox; Oy} be such that
& |= bij if and only if Xi( Oxi)& ∼l Yj( Oyj)&:
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The bij are the weakest conditions under which Xi(Oxi) and Yj( Oyj) are bisimilar. In fact
we can show that for any b′
Xi( Oe) ∼b′l Yj( Oe′) implies b′ |= bij[ Oe; Oe′= Oxi; Oyj]: (1)
To this end, assume & |= b′. By Theorem 4.2 we have Xi( Oe)& ∼l Y ( Oe′j)&. Because Oxi
and Oyj are disjoint, this can be rewritten as
Xi( Oxi)&[ Oe; Oe′= Oxi; Oyj] ∼l Yj( Oyj)&[ Oe; Oe′= Oxi; Oyj]:
Hence, by the de"nition of bij, & |= bij[ Oe; Oe′= Oxi; Oyj].
In particular, taking i= j=1 in (1) we get b |= b11[ Oe1; Oe′1= Ox1; Oy1]. Hence by CONSEQ
and SUBST to prove the proposition we only need to show that there is an E such
that
LD1∪E b11 B X1( Ox1) = Z11( Ox1; Oy1) (2)
and
LD2∪E b11 B Y1( Oy1) = Z11( Ox1; Oy1): (3)
Write bikjl for cik ∧djl ∧ bij. Since both {cik | k ∈Ki} and {djl | l∈Lj} are disjoint
sets of booleans, Tik ∼bikjll Ujl. Let Bikjl be the bikjl-partition guaranteed by Lemma 4.8.
For each b′ ∈Bikjl de"ne
I b
′
= {(p; q) | !ikp=b
′
-j and Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp) ∼b
′
l Yg(j;l;q)( Oe
′
jlq)}:
Note that each I b
′
is total and surjective on Pik ×Qjl.
Let
Vb
′
=
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:b′ → Zf(i;k;p)g(j;l;q)( Oeikp; Oe′jlq):
Consider the standard declaration
E =

Zij〈 Oxi; Oyj〉 ⇐ bij →
∑
k∈Ki;l∈Lj
cik ∧ djl →
∑
b′∈Bikjl
V b
′
∣∣∣∣∣∣ i ∈ I; j ∈ J

 :
We are to prove that, for each i; j
LD1 bij B Xi( Oxi) =

 ∑
k∈Ki;l∈Lj
cik ∧ djl →
∑
b′∈Bikjl
V b
′

 >ij; (4)
where >ij ≡ [ Oxi Oyj(bij→Xi(Oxi))=Zij | i∈ I; j∈ J ]. If this can be done then by UFI-O we
obtain the required (2).
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By PARTITION and Proposition 3.1, (4) can be reduced to, for each pair of k; l
LD1 bikjl B
∑
k∈Ki
cik → Tik = cik ∧ djl →
∑
b′∈Bikjl
V b
′
>ij;
which, by Proposition 3.1 can be further reduced to,
LD1 bikjl B Tik =
∑
b′∈Bikjl
V b
′
>ij: (5)
By PARTITION, we can reduce (5) to, for each b′ ∈Bikjl
LD1 b′ B Tik = Vb
′
>ij: (6)
Eq. (6) can be derived as follows:
LD1 b′ B Vb
′
>ij
=
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:b′ →  Oxf(i;k;p) Oyg(j;l;q)(bf(i;k;p)g(j;l;q) → Xf(i;k;p)( Oxf(i;k;p)))( Oeikp; Oe′jlq)
-
=
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:b′→ bf(i;k;p)g(j;l;q)[ Oeikp; Oe′jlq= Oxf(i;k;p); Oyg(j;l;q)]→Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
(1)
=
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:b′ → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
(3:1)
=
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
S2−S4=
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp:Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp):
The last step relies on I b
′
being total.
Symmetrically, using the fact I b
′
is surjective, we can show (3).
Combining Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 gives the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.13 (Completeness of L). Let D be a regular declaration with regular
T; U ∈TD. Then T ∼bE U implies LD b✄T =U .
Theorem 4.4 is now a corollary of Theorems 4.6 and 4.13.
5. Early bisimulation
The theory we have studied so far is for late bisimulation. In this section we will
outline how it can be carried over to the early case with some systematic modi"cations.
It is not surprising that only the parts involving input actions need changing.
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The early operational semantics of our language can be obtained by simple changes
to the rules in Fig. 2. The rule for input transitions is changed to
c?F c?v→e Fv; v ∈ Val;
and the communication rule becomes
P c?v→e P′; Q c!v→e Q′ implies P |Q *→e P′ |Q′:
In the remaining rules we simply replace →l by →e. Note that in the early semantics
the actions are of the form {*; c!v; c?v} and the type of input transitions are now from
processes to processes.
Denition 5.1. A symmetric relation R between data-closed terms is a strong early
bisimulation if it satis"es: (P;Q)∈R implies that
whenever P a→e P′ then there exists Q a→e Q′ and (P′; Q′) ∈ R
We use ∼e to denote the largest early strong bisimulation.
This relation generalizes naturally to open terms by letting T ∼e U i= T&∼e U& for
any &, and to abstractions by letting F ∼e G i= F Ox ∼e G Ox.
For early symbolic operational semantics we use the same set of rules as in Fig. 7.
Early symbolic bisimulation is de"ned similarly as in the late case:
Let S= {Sb | b∈BExp} be a family of relations over terms, indexed by boolean
expressions. Then ESB(S) is the family of symmetric relations de"ned by:
(T; U )∈ESB(S)b if whenever T b1 ; !→ T ′ with bv(!)∩ fv(b; T; U )= ∅, there is a
b∧ b1-partition B with the property that fv(B)⊆ bv(!)∪ fv(b; T; U ) and for each
b′ ∈B there exists some U b2 ; !
′
→ U ′ such that b′ |= b2, !=b !′ and (T ′; U ′)∈ Sb′ .
Denition 5.2 (Early symbolic bisimulations). S is a early strong symbolic bisimu-
lation if S ⊆ ESB(S).
Let ∼E = {∼bE} be the largest late strong symbolic bisimulation. Note that the only
di=erence between early and late symbolic bisimulations is in the restriction on the free
data variables of the partition B when matching an input action: in the early case B is
allowed to have the input variable free, so that the value space for the input variable
can be partitioned; while in the late case this is forbidden.
Theorem 5.3 (Soundness and completeness of ∼E for regular terms). T ∼bE U i?
T& ∼e U& for every evaluation & such that & |= b.
Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 4:8 all hold in this new setting, with the expected
modi"cation that in Lemma 4.8 it is now required fv(B)⊆ bv(!i)∪ fv(b; T; U ) instead
of fv(B)⊆ fv(b; T; U ).
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The inference system for early bisimulation can be obtained by generalising that for
late in the following way: replace the INPUT rule by the more general rule schema
E-INPUT
b B
∑
i∈I *:Ti =
∑
j∈J *:Uj
b B
∑
i∈I c?x:Ti =
∑
j∈J c?x:Uj
x =∈ fv(b):
It is easy to see that E-INPUT is sound with respect to early bisimulation. A conse-
quence of this rule is the axiom schema
EA c?x:T + c?x:U = c?x:T + c?x:U + c?x:(b→ T + ¬b→ U ):
EA is adapted from Parrow and Sangiorgi’s axiomatisation for early bisimulation of
the -calculus [25], while E-INPUT was used in our earlier work on proof systems for
recursion-free message-passing processes [12].
In what follows we will use the E-INPUT modi"cation. So let us write ED b✄T =U
if b✄T =U can be derived from this new inference system. First we have a useful
application of E-INPUT:
Lemma 5.4. Suppose B is a disjoint b-partition with x =∈fv(b).
ED b B
∑
b′∈B
c?x:b′ → Tb′ = c?x:
∑
b′∈B
b′ → Tb′ :
Proof. By E-INPUT of the statement of the lemma is reduced to
ED b B
∑
b′∈B
*:b′ → Tb′ = *:
∑
b′∈B
b′ → Tb′ :
which, by PARTITION can be further reduced to, for each b′ ∈B,
ED b′ B
∑
b′∈B
*:b′ → Tb′ = *:
∑
b′∈B
b′ → Tb′ :
Since the booleans in B are disjoint, this follows from Proposition 3.1.
To obtain the completeness result for ED , only the input case in the proof of Propo-
sition 4.12 needs modifying. Now, in the case !ikp≡ c?w, w may occur free in Bijkl,
hence in b′. As a consequence, we cannot use Proposition 3.1 to establish
LD1 b′ B
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:b′ → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp) =
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp:Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp):
Namely, the step last but one in the derivation of (6) does not go through. However,
we can use Lemma 5.4 to establish the input case of (5):
LD1 bikjl B
∑
b′∈Bikjl
∑
(p;q)∈I b′
!ikp≡c?w
!ikp:b′ → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
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S1−S4=
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp≡c?w
∑
b′∈Bikjl
!ikp:b′ → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
(5:4)
=
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp≡c?w
!ikp:
∑
b′∈Bikjl
b′ → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
(3:1)
=
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp≡c?w
!ikp:bikjl → Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
(3:1)
=
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp≡c?w
!ikp:Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp):
This completes the proof for the early version of Proposition 4.12, thus giving the
completeness result for the early case:
Theorem 5.5 (Completeness of E). Let D be a regular declaration with regular
T; U ∈TD. Then T ∼bE U implies ED b✄T =U .
6. Weak bisimulation
Having characterised strong bisimulation over regular processes we now apply the
same techniques to weak bisimulation, or more precisely, observation congruence.
First we recall the de"nition of weak bisimulation and observation congruence. In
order to state these equivalences we need to make use of the following notation:
• P ?⇒P;
• P !→Q implies P !⇒Q;
• P *→ !⇒Q implies P !⇒Q;
• P *⇒ *→Q implies P *⇒Q;
• P c!v⇒ *→Q implies P c!v⇒Q:
Notice that, because we are using a late semantics, there can be no * actions after the
input transition whenever P c?⇒F . We call a symmetric relation R, de"ned over pairs
of data closed terms of type process, a late weak bisimulation if for each (P;Q)∈R
we have
• whenever P c?→F then Q c?⇒G for some G such that for each v∈Val, there is a Q′
such that Gv ?⇒Q′ and (Fv; Q′)∈R.
• whenever P !→P′ (! = c?) then Q !ˆ⇒Q′ for some Q′ such that (P′; Q′)∈R.
We write P≈L Q if there exists a late weak bisimulation R such that (P;Q)∈R. Late
observation congruence for value-passing CCS, ∼=L, is the symmetric relation de"ned
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by P∼=L Q if
• whenever P c?→F then Q c?⇒G for some G such that for each v∈Val, there is a Q′
such that G ?⇒Q′ and Fv≈L Q′.
• whenever P !→P′ (! = c?) then Q !⇒Q′ for some Q′ such that P′≈L Q′.
In this section we show that the addition of the three tau laws of CCS
T1: !: * : X = ! : X;
T2: X + * : X = * : X; and
T3: !: (X + *: Y ) + !: Y = !: (X + *: Y );
makes our proof system sound and complete for a class of strongly guarded regular
processes with respect to observational congruence. We say that an identi"er is strongly
guarded in a term T if every occurrence of that identi"er is in some subexpression
!: T ′ of T where ! is not *. Given a declaration D= {Xi⇐ Oxi:Ti}i∈I , we de"ne the
relation ❀ on identi"ers in D by letting
Xi ❀ Xj if Xj is not strongly guarded in Ti;
and we consider the transitive closure of this relation by de"ning
D is strongly guarded if it is guarded and Xi ❀+ Xi for each i ∈ I:
We can now assume that the side-condition for the UFI rule demands that the dec-
laration used be strongly guarded. Write *D b✄T =U to mean that the judgement
b✄T =U is derivable in the above proof system from axioms in A and axioms
T1–T3. We have the following results:
Theorem 6.1 (Soundness). If *D b✄T =U then T&∼=L U& for all & |= b.
Theorem 6.2 (Completeness). If T and U are regular terms with identi7ers in the
regular; strongly guarded declaration D; then if T&∼=L U& whenever & |= b; then
*D b✄T =U .
Proof (Outline). We will not attempt to present the entire proof of this here owing to
an unattractive amount of technical detail. Instead we will simply assume the reader
is familiar with the proof of Theorem 4.4 and the corresponding result in [20] and
then outline how this result is obtained by combining elements of these proofs; the full
proof, with all the details, may be found in [26].
First, we generalise the symbolic semantics and bisimulation to the weak setting, as
detailed in [11]. Then we transform the terms in question into standard declarations,
using the results of the previous sections. The next step is to saturate these declarations
by using the absorption principle: If Xi(Oe)
b; !⇒Xj(Oe′) with fv(b)∩ bv(!)= ∅ then
*  Xi( Oe) = Xi( Oe) + b→ !: Xj( Oe′):
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This principle crucially depends on the * laws given above and can be shown by
induction on the length of the weak transition. Repeated uses of absorption guarantees
that we can provably transform every standard declaration into one which satis"es the
property
Xi( Oe)
b;!⇒Xj( Oe′) implies Xi( Oe) b;!→Xj( Oe′):
We now pursue an analogue of Proposition 4.12 for the weak case, that is, given two
standard, saturated declarations with
Xi〈 Oxi〉 ⇐
∑
k∈Ki
cik →
∑
p∈Pik
!ikp : Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp)
and
Yj〈 Oyj〉 ⇐
∑
l∈Lj
djl →
∑
q∈Qjl
-jlq:Yg(j;l;q)( Oejlq);
whose leading identi"ers are observation congruent we can "nd a third declaration, E,
which uses the parameters of each and whose leading de"nition is provably equal to
each of the other leading identi"ers. As before we de"ne invariants, for each i; j to be
@ |= bij if and only if Xi( Oxi)@ ≈ Yj( Oyj)@
but ask a stronger condition of b11 that we have observation congruence rather than
just weak bisimulation.
In order to describe this third declaration set E we modify Lemma 4.8 to account
for weak bisimilarity. This is complicated by the fact that weak transitions may be
matched by a possibly empty weak transition. For instance, if T ≈b U then we are able
to "nd a disjoint b-partition B such that for each b′ ∈B and each * move from T to
T ′, there is either a matching * move from U to U ′ with T ′≈b′ U ′, or it is simply
the case that T ′≈b′ U . As before we apply this modi"ed "ne partitioning lemma to
our standard forms to build an indexing relation I b
′
for each b′ ∈B. Naturally, this
indexing accounts for the complications in matching * transitions described above. For
example, we write
I *b′ = {(p; q) | !ikp = -jlq = * and Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp) ≈b
′
Yg(j;l;q)( Oejlq)}
∪{(p; *) | !ikp = * and Xf(i;k;p)( Oeikp) ≈b
′
Yj( Oyj)}
∪{(*; q) | -jlq = * and Yg(j;l;q)( Oejlq) ≈b′ Xi( Oxi)}:
Using these indexing sets we can describe the declaration E by de"ning, for each i; j,
Zij〈 Oxi Oyj〉 ⇒
∑
k∈Ki;l∈Lj
∑
b′∈Bijkl
b′ →
(
V *b′ +
∑
c
V c!b′ + V
c?
b′
)
;
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where, for example,
V *b′ =
∑
(p;q)∈I *
b′
*: Zf(i;k;p)g(j;l;q)( Oeikp; Oejlq)
+
∑
(p;*)∈I *
b′
*: Zf(i;k;p)j( Oeikp Oyj)
+
∑
(*;q)∈I *
b′
*: Zig(j;l;q)( Oxi Oejlq):
Note that E is strongly guarded by virtue of the fact that the two declarations it is built
from are. Now, to show that the leading identi"ers are provably equal to the leading
identi"er, Z11, of E we will use the rule UFI-O. In order to apply this rule we must
"nd terms Uij such that
 bij ✄ Uij = B(Zij)[ Oxi Oyj: bij → Uij=Zij]
where B(Zij) is the body of the Zij de"nition. These Uij cannot simply be the terms
Xi(Oxi) or Yj( Oyj) because in general these terms are only weakly bisimilar, not observa-
tion congruent. In fact, Milner notices this problem in [20] and solves it by de"ning,
where necessary, Uij to be * : Xi. Unfortunately we cannot employ this neat solution
here because in one boolean world which bij may get partitioned into it may be that
we require this extra tau pre"x, and others we do not. We rectify this by noticing
that Milner could have equivalently, in the presence of the second Tau Law, used Uij
as Xi + * : Xi. This allows us the freedom to guard, where necessary, the extra tau
transitions with the relevant boolean information. Thus we can de"ne
Uij = Xi( Oxi) +
∑
k;l
∑
b′∈Bijkl
∑
(*;q)∈I *
b′
b′ → * : Xi( Oxi)
(or use a symmetric de"nition for showing Y1( Oy1) = Z11(Ox1; Oy1)). Notice, by properties
of observation congruence that U11 =X1(Ox1). It is now a fairly routine but lengthy
matter to check that the hypothesis of the UFI-O rule are satis"ed.
The reader may also like to note that the modi"ed proof system for the early equiva-
lence is also sound and complete (in the above sense) for early observation congruence.
Again the details may be found in [26].
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have suggested one method, based on Unique Fixpoint Induction, of
extending the proof system of [12] to recursively de"ned message-passing processes.
We have limited ourselves to considering bisimulation equivalence, in its two varieties
of early and late, and guarded recursive de"nitions. Weak versions of these equiv-
alences have also been considered, by adding the appropriate *-laws [21]. We have
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developed an interactive veri"cation tool VPAM ([14]) based on our theoretical re-
sults, where the implementation of the unique "xpoint induction rule demands special
care [16]. All the examples in this paper have been checked in VPAM. Theorems 4.4
and 6.2 were originally reported in [27] while the paper in general is an extension of
the research reported in [13,26].
Recall that, in the proof of Proposition 4.12, we extracted the loop invariants, bij, by
de"ning these expressions abstractly. A reasonable question one might ask is whether
we can de"ne these invariants in a more concrete manner. The answer to that is yes, up
to a point. The seemingly appropriate "nite models for regular, guarded, terms of our
language are symbolic graphs with assignment. Recent studies of these models [17,23]
provide algorithms for calculating the most general boolean expressions which guar-
antee pairs of nodes of symbolic graphs with assignment to be bisimilar. The notable
feature of the expressions which are generated, however, is that they are not always
expressible in "rst-order predicate logic. Both [17,23] require the use of parameterised
"xpoints over "rst-order logic. Therefore the completeness results presented here are
relative to judgements about the data-language expressed in "rst-order predicate logic
augmented with greatest "xpoints.
Extending the results to unguarded de"nitions is more complicated. For example
with pure processes, if we have the de"nitions
X ⇐ X + T;
Y ⇐ T;
in the declaration D then the sound rule
D ✄X = Y
can be used to convert all unguarded regular declarations to guarded ones. However
a simple generalisation of this rule is no longer sound for value-passing processes.
Consider the de"nitions
X 〈x; y〉 ⇐ X (y; x) + c!x:c?z : X (y; z);
Y 〈x; y〉 ⇐ c!x:c?z:Y (y; z):
It is not in general true that X ∼l Y . For example X (1; 0) can immediately perform the
actions c!0 and c!1 whereas Y (1; 0) can only perform c!1. In order to obtain a guarded
de"nition equivalent to X we instead have to use the abstraction de"ned by
Y ′〈x; y〉 ⇐ c!x:c?z:Y ′(y; z) + c!y:c?z:Y ′(x; z):
A general rule is somewhat complicated to formulate. An unguarded de"nition of the
form
X ⇐  Ox
(
T +
∑
i∈I
X ( Oxi)
)
; X guarded in T;
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where each Oxi is a permutation of Ox, can be replaced by a guarded de"nition of the
form
X ⇐  Ox
∑
{T |  ∈ Perm Ox({ Oxi | i ∈ I})};
where Perm Ox({Oxi | i∈ I}) is the set of permutations of Ox generated by Oxi; i∈ I , under
permutation composition, and we identify a permutation Ox′ of Ox with the substitu-
tion [Ox′= Ox]. Note that Perm Ox({Oxi | i∈ I}) is always "nite and includes Ox. Returning to
the above example, since Perm(x;y)({(y; x)})= {(x; y); (y; x)}, applying this rule to the
de"nition discussed before
X 〈x; y〉 ⇐ X (y; x) + c!x:c?z : X (y; z);
we get
X 〈x; y〉= (c!x:c?z : X (y; z))[x; y=x; y] + (c!x:c?z : X (y; z))[y; x=x; y]
= c!x:c?z : X (y; z) + c!y:c?z : X (x; z):
Despite these extensions there is nevertheless an inherent limitation on proof systems
whose only mechanism for deriving judgements on recursive processes is Unique Fix-
point Induction. For example consider the following (unguarded) process declaration
over natural numbers:
S ⇐ c?x : d!0:S;
R⇐ c?x : D(x);
D〈x〉 ⇐ x = 0→ d!0:R+ x = 0→ D(x − 1):
The process S inputs any natural number and immediately outputs 0. R, on the other
hand, inputs a number, counts down the number to 0 and then outputs 0. It is apparent
that these two processes are semantically equivalent but they cannot be proved equiv-
alent in our proof system, or indeed in any straightforward extension of it. Intuitively
the semantic equivalence between these two processes depends on the inductive nature
of the natural numbers which is not rePected anywhere in our proof system. Formally
the judgements of our proof system are satis"ed in any model of the natural numbers,
including non-standard ones; however S and R are not semantically equivalent when
the data expressions are interpreted in a non-standard model and therefore S =R cannot
be a judgement of the system.
In order to develop proof systems in which judgements such as S =R can be derived
it seems necessary to have the ability, within the proof system, to derive statements of
type process using induction over the data domain. One way to introduce this type of
induction, for example for the natural numbers, is as follows:
Assume T; U :N → process. Then
D T (0) = U (0)
T (n) = U (n) D T (n+ 1) = U (n+ 1)
D T = U :
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With such a rule one can derive judgements such as D S =R although Unique
Fixpoint Induction is also required.
One possible method for implementing such a proof system is using a general pur-
pose theorem prover such as Isabelle [24] and COQ [6]. A new type of object would
be required, called process, and this type would have associated with it particular proof
rules, essentially those of our proof system, Figs. 3 and 4. Then the extra inductive
proof strategies based on the data domains would be automatically inherited from the
representation of the data within the general purpose theorem prover.
Nevertheless we conjecture that our restricted proof system will be still of consid-
erable use for a large class of problems, particularly those connected with protocol
speci"cation where by and large relatively simple use is made of the data being trans-
mitted and received. However this conjecture can only be tested by examining a wide
range of case studies and seeing where it is necessary to have the power of induction
over the data domains.
While this paper was rewritten one of the authors formulated a version of unique
"xpoint induction for the -calculus [15]. The x operator is used there and the UFI
rule appears the same as in the pure-CCS [21]:
F = G[F=X ]
F = xXG
:
The only di=erence is that this rule works at a more abstract level: here F; G are
(closed) abstractions. In the present work we have used de"nitions and declarations
instead of the x operator, because one objective of the current work is to provide
a theoretical basis for practical applications, and recursive de"nitions with process
constants are easier to used in applications than the x operator.
This paper has concentrated entirely on extending the approach of [12] to recur-
sively de"ned message-passing processes but we end with some brief pointers to some
other approaches to handling data dependent processes. In [5] the theory of abstract
interpretation is brought to bear on a language very similar to which we have con-
sidered. A much more practical approach, based on similar ideas, is taken in [29] to
verify ADA programs while [3] contains an instance of the use of abstraction in model
checking.
A much more substantial e=ort on extending process theory to include data transmis-
sion appears in a series of papers on the language BCRL [7,8]. Their approach di=ers
from ours in two major aspects:
• Whereas we make no assumptions about the language used for de"ning messages, or
data, they employ abstract data types; all data used, and operations on data, must
be formally speci"ed as an abstract data-type.
• In place of the input construct c?x:T they employ a new operator, called alternative
quanti7cation over data, which intuitively may be viewed as a nondeterministic sum
of alternatives, one for each possible value which can be received on the channel c;
this sum is frequently in"nite.
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The use of an explicit representation for data, and its properties, means that proofs can
be explicitly formalised, using a speci"c proof system for data expressions (see [1] for
an example proof). We, on the other hand, have simply assumed that there is some,
implicit, notation for data, and some proof system for proving identities between data
expressions. This has enabled us to concentrate on processes; for example proving that
a proof system for process identities is complete, on the assumption that we have a
suMciently powerful system for proving data identities.
The use of explicit syntax for data has also inPuenced the style of completeness
results for BCRL. For example it is shown in [9,18] that equivalence of recursion
free process terms, for various bisimulation based equivalences, is decidable, provided
that the "rst-order theory of the data domains is decidable. However these results
depend on proving that identities between "nite processes can be captured as "rst-order
formula over data [10]. Thus their proof strategy (for completeness=decidability results)
is very similar to ours. For example the proof of Theorem 4.4 uses boolean expressions
which capture the fact that processes are behaviourally equivalent (see the proof of
Proposition 4.12 for details), although we do not specify how these boolean expressions
are to be described.
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